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Abstract. At the internal facility COSY-11 a first measurement of the reaction �pp � ppη near the production thresh-
old has been performed. Results for the analysing power willbe presented and a comparison with one meson exchange
models will be discussed.

PACS. 12.40.Vv Vector-meson dominance – 13.60.Le Meson production – 13.88.+e Polarization in interactions and
scattering – 24.70.+s Polarization phenomena in reactions– 24.80.+y Nuclear tests of fundamental interactions and
symmetries – 25.10.+s Nuclear reactions involving few-nucleon systems

1 Introduction

Triggered by an extensive database onη meson production in
NN collisions through measurements of total [1–6] as well as
differential cross sections [7–11] lots of theoretical investiga-
tions have been performed in this field of physics over the last
years. Several one meson exchange models – differing mainly
in the assumptions for the production mechanism – reproduce
the existing data quite well so that additional measurements are
needed. Polarisation observables – analysing powers or spin
correlation coefficients – present a powerful tool because they
are sensitive to the influence of higher partial waves.

2 Experiment

The measurement was performed at the internal facility COSY-
11 [12,13] at the COler SYnchrotron COSY [14] in Jülich with
a beam momentum of pbeam� 2�096GeV/c corresponding to
an excess energy ofQ � 40MeV. The reaction takes place in a
cluster target [15] mounted in front of a COSY dipole magnet.
A set of drift chambers and a time-of-flight measurement with
scintillation detectors allows for a four momentum determina-
tion of positively charged ejectiles. An identification of the un-
registered meson succeeds with the missing mass method (see
Figure 1).

Besides a clear signal from theη meson there is a broad
background due to multi pion reactions. The rising shape of this
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Fig. 1. Missing mass spectrum of events with two identified protons
in the exit channel.

background results from the acceptance behaviour of the detec-
tion system. A subtraction of the background with a polynomial
fit allows the determination of the number ofη-events. An ef-
ficiency correction for the polar and azimuthal angle of the rel-
ative proton-proton momentum in the pp-rest system was ap-
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Table 1. Averaged beam polarisation obtained with the simultaneous
measurement at the EDDA experiment

time block 1 time block 2

P� 0�381	 0�007 0�497	 0�006
P
 �0�498	 0�007 �0�572	 0�007

plied. This is necessary for an extraction of interference terms
from contributing partial waves. The detailed analysing proce-
dure is described in [16,17].

3 Results

For later purposes, Figure 2 depicts the definition of the used
polar- �θ and azimuthal angle�ϕ. The indicesp andq refer to
the pp rest-system and theη meson in the CMS, respectively.
The angleθp is chosen such, that 0� θp � π�2. This choice
guarantees that all observables are invariant under the transfor-
mation �p � � �p as required by the identity of the two protons
in the final state.
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Fig. 2. Definition of the angles.θ is defined as the angle between mo-
mentum vector and the z-axis,ϕ between the x-axis and the projection
of �p onto the x-y-plane.

The determination of the analysing power needs the knowl-
edge of the averaged beam polarisation P� �� for the cycles with
spin up and down, respectively, the relative time-integrated lu-
minosity Lrel :� � L� dt� � � L� dt� and the number of events
N� ��.

Via a simultaneous measurement of the�pp-elastic scatter-
ing at the internal experiment EDDA [18,19] the beam polar-
isation was determined for two time blocks (see table 1). The
slight increase between the two blocks was caused by improved
tuning of the beam with respect to polarisation.

The relative luminosity was extracted from the comparison
of the measured angular distribution of the elastically scattered
protons with the distribution known from literature [18,19].

In order to account for the detection efficiency the data has
been corrected on an event-by-event basis by the weighting fac-
tors determined via Monte-Carlo simulations [16,17]. Using a
GEANT-3 code, 107 events were generated and for each event
a detection system response was calculated. The simulated data

Table 2. Time-integrated relative luminosityLrel

time block 1 time block 2

Lrel 1�004	 0�004�0�002�0�002 0�949	 0�004�0�001�0�001

sample was analysed with the same programme which is used
for the analysis of the experimental data.

The determined averaged valuesĀy �cosθ�q of the analysing
power for the�pp � ppη reaction are presented in table 3 as
a function of the center of mass polar angle cosθ�q of the η
meson. Explicitely,̄Ay�cosθ�q is defined via

Āy�cosθ�q :� (1)���
d2σ

dΩpdΩq
�ξAy �ξdcosθpdϕpdϕ�q � dσ

dcosθ�q � (2)

whereξ denotes the set of the five variables which kinemati-
cally completely describe the exit channel, namely�θp � ϕp � θ�q � ϕ�q � Epp.
The kinetic energyEpp of the two final protons in their CM sys-

tem is given byEpp � �s12 � 2mp with �s12 � 2� �p2 � m2
p as

the energy in the pp subsystem.θ�q andϕ�q denote the angles of
theη meson in the CMS.

Table 3. Analysing power as a function of the emission angleθ�q of
theη meson in the CMS.

cosθ�q Āy  cosθ�q!
-0.75	 0.25 0.19	 0.21
-0.25	 0.25 -0.02	 0.09
0.25	 0.25 0.05	 0.06
0.75	 0.25 -0.05	 0.06

For the derivation of these values for the analysing power
Āy�cosθ�q, we used an ansatz for the spin-dependent cross sec-
tion as already applied in case of�p�p � ppπ0 reaction [20].
With the inclusion of the efficiency correction, an integration
gives (details can be reviewed in [16]):

��
d2σ

dΩpdΩq
�ξAy �ξdcosθpdϕp �

2π "Gy0
1 sinθ�q � �Hy0

1
� Iy0sin2θ�q# cosϕ�q � (3)

whereGy0
1 � Hy0

1 andIy0 described in [20] correspond to the ex-
plicit interference terms (PsPp), (Pp)2 and (SsSd) of the partial
wave amplitudes. Here, the relative angular momentum of the
two outgoing protons in their rest system is denoted by capital
letterslp � S�P�D � � �, the one of theη meson in the CMS by
small letterslq � s� p�d � � �.

With the equations (2) and (3), it can be shown that an ex-
traction of the interference termsGy0

1 andHy0
1

� Iy0 is possible
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from the experimental data via

Gy0
1 � 1

π2 ∑
cosθ$q

dσ
dcosθ�q Āy %∆cosθ�q

Hy0
1

� Iy0 � 2
π2 ∑

cosθ$q
dσ

dcosθ�q Āycosθ�q %∆cosθ�q �
and results in

Gy0
1 � �0�003& 0�004µb

and
Hy0

1
� Iy0 � ��0�005& 0�005µb�

4 Comparison with theory

Figure 3 shows a comparison of the data (triangles) with two
model predictions taken from [21] (dotted line) and [22] (solid
and dashed lines) forQ � 10MeV and 37 MeV.
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Fig. 3. Analysing power for the reaction�pp � ppη in dependence on
θ�q for the two excess energiesQ ' 10MeV and 37 MeV.

While Fäldt and Wilkin [21] conclude a dominantρ me-
son exchange for the underlying production mechanism, the au-
thors of reference [22] find a dominance ofπ andη-exchange
(solid line). The dashed curve represents a reduction of their
full model to a vector dominance model with an exclusion of
π andη-exchange. It seems that the data favours slightly the
vector dominance exchange models.

The observable structure of the experimental values show a
slight deviation from the sinθ�q cosθ�q-dependence of both mod-

els. This deviation indicates a non-vanishing value ofGy0
1 . As

this corresponds to the (PpPs)-term, an influence of the P-wave
must be suspected but right now the experimental result forGy0

1

is compatible with zero. A non-zeroGy0
1 would imply thatHy0

1
– describing the (Pp)2 interference – should have a non negli-
gible contribution, too. For further detailed studies the data are
not yet precise enough to disentangle the sum ofHy0

1 andIy0.

Therefore, new data atQ � 37 MeV has been taken in Septem-
ber 2002 in order to reduce the error bars by more than a fac-
tor of 2. The data analysis is currently in progress but it is al-
ready obvious that the much higher statistics and polarisation
of P ( 80% will enable to achieve a significant increase in pre-
cision.

Furthermore, additional measurements are scheduled in the
first half of 2003 atQ � 2� 10 and 25MeV for tests on the
predictions of the different models for the energy dependence
of Ay �θ�q.
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